The Toledo Mountains: A Resilient Landscape and a Landscape for Resilience? Hazards and Strategies in a Mid-Elevation Mountain Region in Central Spain
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Abstract: The Toledo Mountains are a mid-elevation mountain range that separates the Tagus and Guadiana basins in the central area of the Iberian Peninsula. The location of these mountains allows the development of typical Mediterranean vegetation with some Atlantic influence. Consequently, typical broadleaved evergreen Mediterranean vegetation currently dominates the regional landscape, with the remarkable presence of more mesophilous species in sheltered and more humid microsites such as gorges (e.g., Prunus lusitanica, Taxus baccata, Ilex aquifolium) and mires/bogs (e.g., Betula pendula subsp. fontqueri, Erica tetralix, Myrica gale). Palaeoecological studies in these mountains are essential to understand the long-term ecology and original distribution of these valuable communities and are key to assess their resilience. Understanding the hazards and opportunities faced in the past by the plant communities of the Toledo Mountains is necessary to enhance the management and protection of those species currently threatened. This study focuses on El Perro mire, a peatland on the southern Toledo Mountains (central Spain) where climatic variability has played a major role in landscape dynamics at multi-decadal to millennial timescales. Climatic events such as the 4.2 ka cal. Before Present (BP) or the Little Ice Age triggered relevant landscape changes such as the spread and latter decline of birch and hazel forests. Human communities also seemed to be affected by these events, as their resilience was apparently jeopardized by the new climatic conditions and they were forced to find new strategies to cope with the new scenarios.
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1. Introduction

The Mediterranean Basin is one of the most important biodiversity hotspots worldwide, characterized by a large number of endemic species [1,2]. Although marked seasonality and dry summers are distinctive features of the Mediterranean climate, climate model projections predict notably warmer and drier climatic conditions in the Mediterranean region, particularly in its western sector [1,3]. Additionally, extreme climatic events such as droughts and floods are very common in the Mediterranean Basin, with a strong influence on Mediterranean vegetation dynamics and human
culture development over time [4–7]. Both have been driven not only by the above-mentioned climatic conditions, but also by other features linked to the particular geographical framework, such as the rugged topography or the shallow soil [8].

Additionally, there is ample evidence that fire has been a major disturbance in the Mediterranean region, particularly during the mid and late Holocene [4,8–11]. Fire has notably determined the distribution, structure and composition of the vegetation, and landscapes capable of withstanding frequent fire episodes are widespread in the Mediterranean Basin [12]. In this environment, it is important to note that fire can be sparked by natural causes or human-induced. Consequently, for those ecosystems where fire is just an integrated ecological factor and provides many services [13], the real disruption are changes in the fire regime (severity, frequency, etc.) [14,15]. During the mid and late Holocene, and in particular since the Bronze Age, fire has been ruled by human-related activities [4,8,16]. The different cultures that have inhabited the Mediterranean region have had a deep impact in the landscape, with fire used to clear forests to create and maintain pastures, expand crops and exploit forest resources [4,17].

Hence, due to this ecological and cultural background, Mediterranean landscapes consist of diverse vegetation mosaics rich in species and including different successional stages. A number of threatened species find refuge in this vegetation patchwork, especially in the mountainous terrain, thus reinforcing the key role of these systems in protecting the biodiversity at the whole basin scale [18–21]. The Toledo Mountains are a mid-elevation mountain area located in the heart of the Iberian Peninsula whose landscape dynamics are closely related to human history. This system is a perfect scenario to conduct palaeoecological studies because mountainous regions are especially sensitive to climatic changes. Furthermore, mid-elevation mountain systems have usually involved human activities, so it will be possible to determine the pace at which cultural landscapes have been created and the role played by each agent throughout their history [22,23]. Previous research in these mountains has highlighted this human resource management and the influence of climate in shaping their landscape [24–30].

This paper aims to study the landscape dynamics in the southernmost area of the Toledo Mountains and assess the importance of two of its drivers: climatic variability and human influence. Palaeoecological studies are the best way to understand the evolution of vegetation and the resilient processes faced not only by vegetation communities, but also by human settlers, and are essential to provide tools for coherent forest management and conservation or restoration policies [31,32].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The Toledo Mountains consist of low mountain ranges located between the Toledo and Ciudad Real provinces, in the central part of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 1). They were originated during the Hercinian orogeny and totally eroded over time. Mainly composed of quartzite and slate bedrock with rare granitic outcrops, the mean elevation of these mountainous lands range between 600–800 m above sea level (m a.s.l.), with their highest peak reaching 1447 m a.s.l. (Roigalgo Massif, Los Navalucillos municipality) [33,34]. At lower altitudes, in the deep spaces left in the harsh valleys, the eroded materials laid down the slopes and build up structures locally called “rañas” at the bottom of the slopes. The result is a region of gentle ranges with rounded shapes but intricate morphology as long as they combine the elevations with the deep valleys. The Toledo Mountains extend east–west through the western side of the Southern Iberian Plateau, separating the Tagus and Guadiana basins and bordering the La Mancha plain to the east [33].

The climate is typically Mediterranean, with dry and warm summers and cold and wet winters. There is a notable oceanic influence at the western edge of the massif linked to the humid winds coming from the Atlantic Ocean. The average temperature is 17 °C and the mean annual rainfall recorded oscillates between 600–800 mm [22,34,35]. The vegetation on the Toledo Mountains meso-Mediterranean
foothills is mainly composed of holm oak (Quercus ilex sub. ballota) and cork oak (Q. suber) woodlands. Holm oak communities include meso-thermophilous taxa like Arbutus unedo, Phillyrea angustifolia, Pistacia terebinthus and Pyrus bourgaeana. Cork oak forests are mainly associated with deciduous trees like Quercus faginea subsp. broteroi, Q. pyrenaica and Acer monspessulanum. Quercus pyrenaica dominates above 900 m a.s.l. in the supra-Mediterranean bioclimatic belt. On the other hand, the Toledo Mountains host a number of relict temperate, Atlantic and even Tertiary species such as Myrica gale, Corylus avellana (hazel), Prunus lusitanica, Betula pendula or B. pubescens (birch) [22,23,28–30,36]. These taxa are rare but it is still possible to find hazel populations or Betula stands over most of the area. Most of them are sheltered in the most inaccessible locations and protected by law.

El Perro (39° 3' 46.56'' N; 4° 45' 34.60'' W; 690 m a.s.l.) is a minerotrophic mire located at the foothills of the Cerro del Trampal del Pero (838 m a.s.l.) on the eastern end of the Sierra de Dos Hermanas range, where it joins the Sierra de los Bueyes range (Ciudad Real province; Figure 1), under the mountain pass of Puerto de Salsipuedes. The mire is located at the contact between the hillslope and the “raña”, probably related to subsurface runoff discharge. In the surroundings of the mire, the vegetation is mainly composed of Erica tetralix, Dactylorhiza elata subsp. sesquipedalis, Drosera rotundifolia, Lobelia urens, and Sphagnum capillifolium, among others.

Figure 1. Map of the Toledo Mountains in central Spain with the location of El Perro mire (red dot). The inset in the upper left corner shows a picture of the El Perro mire.

In the past, the mire could have extended over a surface of approximately 315.6 ha instead of the current 3.74 ha [22]. The mire would have largely retreated due to long-lasting landscape management. In fact, El Perro mire is currently threatened by drainage, erosion, overgrazing, ungulate and wild animal pressure, and agricultural exploitation, including drying and agrochemicals. Human disturbance is also very present in the road trespassing and crossing the mire surface and in the dumping in some areas. This is not a protected mire, despite being inside a currently fenced private property, although this protection is only affecting the last active area of this mire, without any chance of recovery for the rest of it.
2.2. Sampling and Chronology

A 100 cm long peat core was collected using a Russian peat corer (50 cm long and 5 cm in diameter). Peat sections were placed in PVC (polyvinyl chloride) tubes and properly stored under dark and cold conditions (4 °C). The core was sub-sampled into contiguous 1 cm thick portions. Ten bulk peat samples were 14C dated at the radiocarbon laboratories of Poznán (Poznán, Poland) and Angstrom Laboratory of Uppsala University (Sweden) using the Acelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) technique (Table 1). The dates were calibrated using CALIB 7.1 with the IntCal13 curve [37]. Samples younger than 1950 were treated according to Hua and Barbetti [38]. An age-depth model was produced using the R package “clam” running in R.3.2.2 [39,40]. The best fit was obtained applying a smoothing spline to the available radiocarbon dates (Figure 2). Confidence intervals of the calibrations and the age-depth model were calculated at 95% (2σ) with 1000 iterations.

2.3. Pollen Analysis

Pollen analysis was carried out on 40 sub-samples of 1 cm³ separated by 2 cm. The topmost 20 cm were treated as one single sample due to their extremely herbaceous nature and the risk of handling them as smaller subsamples. All samples were treated chemically following standard procedures. HCl was used for removing carbonates, while KOH was used to remove the organic matter. HF was finally used to remove silicates [41]. Thoulet solution was used for the densimetric extraction of microfossils contained in the peat [42]. Acetolysis was not carried out to allow the easy identification of any contamination by modern pollen. Macrofossils were not discerned throughout the core. Pollen concentration (grains cm⁻³) was estimated by adding a Lycopodium tablet to each sample [43]. Terrestrial pollen counts were always over 500 grains per sample. Pollen of aquatic, wetland plants and the mire shrubs Erica tetralix and Myrica gale, as well as spores and non-pollen palynomorphs (NPPs), were excluded from the terrestrial pollen sum.

Palynomorphs were identified based on the reference collection at the Centro de Ciencias Humanas y Sociales del Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas in Madrid, and diverse identification keys and photo atlases [41,44–48]. Betula, Myrica and Corylus pollen types were identified following [44,49], and Erica pollen types according to [50]. Pollen diagrams have been plotted against depth and against age using TGview [51]. For the zonation of the pollen sequence, we tested several divisive and agglomerative methods with the program IBM SPSS Statistics 21. Considering the ecological meaning of the obtained zones, local pollen assemblage zones were eventually delimited using agglomerative constrained cluster analysis of incremental sum of squares (CONISS) with square-root transformed percentage data [52]. The number of statistically significant zones was determined using the broken-stick model [53].

2.4. Charcoal Analysis

Fire reconstructions of peat sequences are based on charcoal accumulation in the peatland during and shortly after the relevant fire event [54]. To reconstruct fire history, we took contiguous 1 cm thick peat samples of 1 cm³ each centimeter throughout the core according to the recommendations provided by Whitlock and Larsen [55]. Charcoal samples were soaked in a 10% KOH solution for 24 h and then in 15% H₂O₂ for 24 h more in order to remove and bleach uncharred organic matter. The sediment was then sieved using a 125 μm light mesh and the number of charcoal particles in each sample was counted under the stereomicroscope. Macroscopic charcoal particles mostly have a local to extra-local origin (<10 km) [54–58].

Peak detection analysis (Figure 5) was performed with MATLAB and RStudio using the R package Paleofire [59]. Prior to the analysis of charcoal records, the macroscopic charcoal sequence was interpolated to a constant time resolution, in this case the median deposition time (XX yr), to reduce biases resulting from changes in sediment accumulation rate and produce a stationary series with comparable fire peaks [60]. Charcoal accumulation rate (CHAR) distributions are composed of two
components, Cback and Cpeak. Cback corresponds to the slowly varying background component, showing the regional trend; meanwhile the Cpeak component is related to local fire events [61]. All five possible smooth methods available within CharAnalysis [62] have been applied to find the Cback using smoothing windows ranging from 100 to 1500 years such as $t = 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, \ldots, 1500$. In total for each site, we obtained $5 \times 55 = 275$ reconstructions. Cpeak has been obtained by subtracting Cback to interpolated CHAR (Ci–Cback). Cnoise is the statistical noise produced in the analysis and some Cback values included in the Cpeak distribution. Cfire corresponds to the fire events and they could reveal one great event or the cumulative effect of many events. Cfire values exceeding the above-mentioned threshold are interpreted as fire events [19,60,61,63]. The signal to noise index (SNI) was calculated to assess the accuracy of the models obtained [8,60,64].

2.5. Magnetic Susceptibility

Before sub-sampling the cores, magnetic susceptibility analysis was carried out every 1 cm (Figure 6). Magnetic susceptibility (MS) is a measure which indicates the magnetic minerals accumulated in the sediment. These mineral sediments could be related to erosive events, which can be of natural origin or otherwise caused by human activities [65]. It is also a useful proxy for fire occurrence [66] in combination with peak detection analysis. In this case, we analyzed the cores with a Bartington sensor MS2E (Bartington instruments, Ltd, Witney, UK) following standard procedures [67].

3. Results

3.1. Lithostratigraphy and Chronology

The profile consists of uniform dark brown to black peat, except for the basal 5 cm corresponding to fine sands, where MS values are highest (Figure 6). According to the age-depth model, peat accumulation started at approximately 5200 cal. BP at El Perro mire (Figure 2). We considered the 99 cm sample (Poz-84257) as an outlier (too old) because of the presence of reworked organic carbon in the fine sands at the bottom of the sequence (Table 1). Peat deposition was exceptionally slow between 60 and 50 cm deep, but there is no indication in the lithology suggesting the occurrence of hiatuses here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab Code</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>AMS $^{14}$C Age BP</th>
<th>Age cal. BP (2σ)</th>
<th>Median Age cal. BP</th>
<th>Median Age cal. BC/AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ua-55290</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$122.3 \pm 0.3$ pM</td>
<td>$-6.04(-5.56)$</td>
<td>$5.8$</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ua-55291</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$185 \pm 25$</td>
<td>$0-294$</td>
<td>$181$</td>
<td>1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poz-84254</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>$955 \pm 30$</td>
<td>$796-927$</td>
<td>$855$</td>
<td>1095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ua-55292</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$2345 \pm 27$</td>
<td>$2324-2439$</td>
<td>$2352$</td>
<td>$402$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poz-84255</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$2485 \pm 30$</td>
<td>$2438-2724$</td>
<td>$2585$</td>
<td>$635$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ua-55293</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>$2594 \pm 27$</td>
<td>$2719-2762$</td>
<td>$2743$</td>
<td>$-793$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ua-55294</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>$3445 \pm 31$</td>
<td>$3632-3828$</td>
<td>$3704$</td>
<td>$-1754$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poz-84256</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>$3830 \pm 35$</td>
<td>$4099-4406$</td>
<td>$4232$</td>
<td>$-2282$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ua-55295</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>$4148 \pm 31$</td>
<td>$4575-4824$</td>
<td>$4693$</td>
<td>$-2743$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poz-84257 *</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>$6470 \pm 40$</td>
<td>$7293-7457$</td>
<td>$7376$</td>
<td>$-5426$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. AMS radiocarbon data from El Perro mire. The asterisk (*) indicates the sample that was rejected to fit the age-depth model. BP = Before Present, considering present year 1950 AD. BC/AD= Before Christ/Anno Domini.
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Figure 2. Age-depth model based on the accepted 14C dates for the El Perro sequence. The black line corresponds to the best-fit age-depth model selected after running 1000 Monte Carlo iterations while the grey band shows the 95% confidence interval. Finally, the red mark denotes the outlier date.

3.2. Pollen Analysis

For the El Perro sequence, 54 pollen types were identified. To facilitate the description and interpretation of the pollen diagrams with respect to vegetation changes, three local pollen assemblage zones (LPAZs) were established (Figures 3 and 4). These zones denote significant changes in the pollen composition and represent major changes in vegetation.

The first pollen zone PRR1 comprises the basal 20 cm of the sequence (100–80 cm; approximately 5200–3200 cal. BP). This pollen zone can be divided into two different sub-zones. PRR1A includes samples from 100 to 89 cm (approximately 5200–4150 cal. BP) and PRR1B encompasses from 89 to 80 cm (approximately 4150–3200 cal. BP). From a cultural point of view, PPR1 belongs to the regional Chalcolithic period (approximately 5250–4200 cal. BP) and part of the Bronze Age (approximately 4150–2800 cal. BP). PRR1A shows a wide Quercus population, as deciduous species are better represented with percentages around 15–20%. Otherwise, evergreen Quercus shows a slight descending trend (13–9.3%). Besides, Pinus sylvestris type also shows notable percentages (>10%), but its values are not enough to consider the possibility of local pinewood but regional pollen deposition [68]. Between the arboreal layer, it is possible to distinguish Betula and Corylus (2.6% and 6.4%, respectively). Taking advantage of the trees decreasing dynamic, shrubs, dominated by Erica arborea type, progressively increased (10.8–29.9%). Herbs also show a similar behavior, with Poaceae the best represented (29.7%). It is necessary to mention the constant but discrete presence of anthropic–nitrophilous (Apiaceae, Aster, Asphodelus albus, Cardueae, Centaurea nigra, Cichorieae, Convovulus arvensis, Dipsacus fullonum) and anthropozoogenous herbs (Chenopodiaceae, Plantago lanceolata, Plantago major/media, Urtica dioica), indicating, along with coprophilous fungi (Chaetomium, Sordaria, Sporormiella), human exploitation of this environment. Erica tetralix also shows an increasing trend, as do Pteridium aquilinum (4.9–12.7% and 6.1–17%, respectively); meanwhile, Cyperaceae and
Drosera progressively decrease (8.3–5%). HdV-18 is represented by relatively high values through the zone (15–20%). PRR1B is also dominated by trees, which show an initial decrease (<40%) followed by an increase (approximately 45%) and another subsequent detriment (30%). Corylus and Betula reappear again; meanwhile Quercus (both evergreen and deciduous morphotypes) show a descending trend (11.1–10.6% and 10.5–3.3%, respectively). Erica arborea type follows a contrary pattern to that of trees. Helianthemum, Calluna vulgaris and Artemisia show an increasing trend, while HdV-18, the above mentioned anthropic–nitrophilous herbs and coprophilous fungi show a decreasing pattern.

Figure 3. El Perro mire (trees and shrubs) pollen diagram plotted against depth. The black silhouettes show the percentage curves of taxa; the grey silhouettes show ×5 exaggeration curves. PRR is the name of each pollen zone.

Pollen zone PRR2 extends through almost 40 of the central core’s centimetres (80–43 cm; approximately 3205–270 cal. BP). From a cultural point of view, this stretches from the end of the Bronze Age (4150–2800 cal. BP) to the Modern Age (approximately 500–150 cal. BP). This pollen zone can be also divided into two pollen sub-zones: PRR2A (80–63 cm; 3205–2480 cal. BP) and PRR2B (63–43 cm, 2480–270 cal. BP). PRR2A shows an evident increase in Corylus and Betula percentages, as the latter are more present in the landscape (21.3% and 22.9%, respectively). It is possible to note an increase in riparian trees (Alnus, Fraxinus, Populus, Salix) and also an evident decreasing trend in Pinus sylvestris type: its maximum in this period corresponds to 19.9% but it this decreases to 11.1% in the end of the pollen subzone. Instead, Pinus pinaster progressively increases. Quercus trends are also descending, and their percentages, (both evergreen and deciduous Quercus) oscillates between 2–6%. There is more shrub variety (Arbutus unedo, 1.7%; Helianthemum, 1.5%, Cytisus/Genista, 4.1%). Myrica gale sharply appears in the 75 cm sample at 11.7%, but it is possible to assess a decreasing dynamic in Cyperaceae (3.7–0%). PRR2B shows the opposite relationship between Corylus and Betula, with the former being dominant (34% vs. >23% for Betula). The percentages of pines are reduced sharply to negligible values, while both evergreen and deciduous Quercus show an increasing but discrete trend (deciduous Quercus increases from 1.3% to 8.1%). Shrubs are still very present in the landscape but they follow an opposite trend to Corylus and Betula, which is visible in Erica arborea dynamics (maximum 24.4%). Herbs are dominant in the landscape but they show a very irregular trend, which is especially evident in Poaceae percentages (37.9%). Myrica gale decreases abruptly (18.5–10.3%) and
Erica tetralix and Pteridium aquilinum spread (10–7% and 5.2–20%, respectively). Humid indicators (Filicales monolete, Cyperaceae, HdV-18) show an evident increasing trend.

Figure 4. El Perro mire (herbs and non-pollen palynomorphs (NPPs)) pollen diagram plotted against depth. The black silhouettes show the percentage curves of taxa; the grey silhouettes show ×5 exaggeration curves. AZ = anthropozoogenous herbs. HdV makes reference to the NPPs HdV-No. classification system.

Pollen zone PRR 3 comprises the upper part of the core (43–1 cm; approximately 270 to the present). This pollen zone includes the second half of the Modern Age (500–150 cal. BP) and also the whole Contemporary Age (150 cal. BP–present day). It has been also divided in two pollen sub-zones: PRR3A (43–25 cm; 270 cal. BP to –15 cal. BP) and PRR3B (25–1 cm, –15 cal. BP to the present). PRR3A shows great arboreal coverage (61.3%), although the trend decreases to around 20%. The shrub layer is 52.9%, while herbs are not very present at this moment (24%). The most evident change happened when Corylus, Betula, and Myrica gale percentages decrease until they disappear (11%, 2.9% and 4.2%, respectively) in the first half of the sub-zone. The left space is quickly dominated by deciduous Quercus whose trend wanders from 5–15%. There is evidence of Pinus species but not enough to be considered regional deposition. A variety of shrubs are still present but Erica arborea dominates the ensemble (44.7%). There is evidence of human pressure (noteworthy presence of anthropic nitrophilous herbs, anthropozoogenous herbs and coprophilous fungi), and Poaceae levels increase (42.5%). Pteridium aquilinum shows a sharp increase while Erica tetralix decrease. PRR3B shows an open landscape (tree percentages do not reach 20%) where Quercus are the most spread taxa (deciduous Quercus is dominant at 9.3%). Erica arborea is the most representative shrub in this moment but Poaceae dominate the landscape (42.8%).

3.3. Charcoal Analysis

The median CHAR value is 2.886 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\), with charcoal influxes showing an overall gentle increasing trend along the core (Figure 5). However, we can distinguish three main periods: (i) from approximately 5200 to approximately 3800 cal. BP, marked by low CHAR values ranging from 0.7 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\) in approximately 4888 cal. BP to 1597 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\) in approximately 4120 cal. BP; (ii) from approximately 3800–500 cal. BP with CHAR values higher than in the first period, with a median value of 3.4 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\); (iii) the last period shows an evident increasing trend (median CHAR values around 10 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)) showing an intense fire activity at approximately 88 cal. BP with 28.28 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\) (Figure 5). In the second period, it is possible to find a moderate fire event around 3600 cal. BP (4.4 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)), an intense episode at approximately 2600 cal. BP, when there is a peak of 21.099 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\), and one last moderate episode around 1500 cal. BP (6.43 # cm\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)).
Quaternary trends, especially closer to the present. Triggered by climatic influences but human activity resulted in interesting variations in the general value of the southern Toledo Mountains during the last 5200 years (Figures 3, 4 and 6). Changes were

- Interpolated charcoal accumulation rates (CHAR) and robust fire episodes for El Perro mire. ‘+’ denotes statistically robust fire episodes. The grey areas correspond to raw charcoal data while the black lines correspond to CHAR interpolated to the median resolution of the record.

4. Discussion

The palynological sequence of El Perro mire allows us to reconstruct the environmental history of the southern Toledo Mountains during the last 5200 years (Figures 3, 4 and 6). Changes were triggered by climatic influences but human activity resulted in interesting variations in the general trends, especially closer to the present.

- Dates of the cultural periods: Chalcolithic (approximately 5250–4200 cal. BP/approximately 3300–2250 cal. BC); Bronze Age (approximately 4150–2800 cal. BP/approximately 2200–850 cal. BC); Iron Age (approximately 3200–2000 cal. BP/approximately 1250–500 cal. BC, divided into Early Iron Age 3200–2400 cal. BP/approximately 1250–450 cal. BC and Late Iron Age, approximately 2400–2000 cal. BP/approximately 450–50 cal. BC); Roman Imperial Age (approximately 2000–1500 cal. BP/approximately 50–450 cal. AD), Middle Age (approximately 1500–500 cal. BP/approximately 450–1450 cal. AD, divided into the Visigothic Kingdom (approximately 1500–1239 cal. BP/approximately 450–711 cal. AD); Islamic Period (approximately 1239–850 cal. BP/approximately 711–1100 cal. AD) and Christian Period (approximately 850–500 cal. BP/approximately 1100–1450 cal. AD); Modern Age (approximately 500–150 cal. BP/approximately 1450–1800 cal. AD); Contemporary Age (approximately 150 cal. BP–present/approximately 1800 cal. AD–present). Dates of the climatic periods: 4.2. ka. cal. BP (approximately 4300–3800 cal. BP/approximately 2350–1850 cal. BC); 2.8. ka. cal. BP (approximately 2800–2710 cal. BP/approximately 850–760 cal. BC); Iberian–Roman Humid Period (approximately 2660–1450 cal. BP/approximately 710–500 cal. BC); Medieval Climate Anomaly (approximately 1050–650 cal. BP/approximately 900–1350 cal. AD), Little Ice Age (650–150 cal. BP/approximately 1300–1800 cal. AD).
4.1. A Human and Natural Crisis in the Chalcolithic–Bronze Age Transition? (Approximately 5250–4200 cal. BP/Approximately 3300–2250 cal. BP)

The lower section of El Perro mire sequence dates back to the regional Chalcolithic period (approximately 5250–4200 cal. BP) [69–71]. At this time, a forested but relatively open landscape (trees <50%) predominates, mainly composed of deciduous and evergreen Quercus woodlands with Erica arborea and developed herbaceous understory (Figure 6). Among these herbs, Poaceae played a major role but species associated with human activities—such as anthropic–nitrophilous and anthropozoogenous taxa as well as coprophilous fungi—were also important. The presence of the latter increased throughout the period under study, attesting to growing human influence, although their abundances were not too high in general. At this time, the Chalcolithic population was still linked to Neolithic practices and related to megalithic sites [72,73]. Most of the Copper Age settlements were located along the communication routes, with the Tagus River playing a leading role in population movements and trade dynamics [74]. These patterns only experienced certain changes at the end of the period, when a climatic shift to humid conditions, as suggested by the increase in HdV-18 in the El Perro sequence, forced the Chalcolithic people to relocate their settlements high in the mountains. This resilient strategy allowed human communities to succeed under these new climatic conditions. In any case, it is worth stressing how sparsely populated Toledo Mountains were at this time [69,75], which would explain the limited signs of human impact in the El Perro record. However, this apparent abandonment highlights, in light of the results, the importance of a medium-altitude mountain range as a stock of resources, especially for livestock activities and hunting–gathering strategies. From a climatic point of view, the presence of birch, hazel and other plant species typical of peatlands (e.g., Drosera, Erica tetralix, Cyperaceae), alongside the high values of HdV-18 (Figure 6), would be indicative of a relatively humid period, at least locally [29,45,71].

The aforementioned plant dynamics changed substantially between 4200 and 3800 cal. BP, mainly forced by climate. From a palynological point of view, deciduous Quercus decreased while evergreen Quercus increased. Olea europaea and Erica arborea spread, whilst Betula and Corylus practically disappeared; meanwhile anthropic–nitrophilous and anthropozoogenous herbs were almost absent and coprophilous fungi and Poaceae also decreased (Figure 6). Within the peat bog vegetation, Calluna vulgaris and Erica tetralix increased their abundances at the expense of Drosera, Cyperaceae and HdV-18. All these data would point to a fundamentally dry period when the mire would have been colonized by heaths (including maximum values of Helianthemum; Figure 3) that usually occupy the most external and xerophilous zones of these wetlands [22]. Fire activity stepped up in the mire surroundings, as suggested by CHAR values and the increase in fire frequency (Figure 5). All these changes could be related to the so-called 4.2 ka cal. BP event (approximately 4300–3800 cal. BP), corresponding—in the Toledo Mountains—to a profound cultural shift: the Chalcolithic/early Bronze Age transition [70,71]. Although this event was not constant and homogeneous in southwestern Europe, it was characterized by a marked aridity in the southern Iberian Peninsula [69–71,76–78]. These changes suggest the reduction of human influence on the landscape and the resilient choice of the dwellers of abandoning their settlements and migrating [71,77].

When this 4.2 ka cal. BP arid episode came to its end around 3800 cal. BP, the landscape changed once again until approximately 2800 cal. BP during the middle and late Bronze Age (Figure 6). Deciduous Quercus increased whilst evergreen Quercus reduced their abundance. Corylus and Betula not only reappeared, but significantly spread around the study site taking advantage of the humid conditions reestablished after the end of the abrupt 4.2 ka cal. BP climatic event, becoming key elements in the landscape. The increases in HdV-18 and Drosera percentages and the reduced importance of the shrubs, especially Erica arborea and Helianthemum, but also other species linked to xeric conditions, point in this direction as well. However, it is important to note that Calluna vulgaris and Erica tetralix kept their importance in the mire vegetation. This suggests that the previous abrupt climatic event had a huge impact on the hydrological conditions of the peat bog, probably causing a new configuration at the mesoscale. Therefore, although the peat bog seems to have recovered its pre-event
conditions—showing resilience to its effects—it was profoundly altered. The increase of human activity markers (anthropic–nitrophilous, anthropozoogenous herbs and coprophilous fungi) and the expansion of pasturelands (increase of Poaceae) indicate the recovery of the local human population and its intervention in the mire surroundings during the middle/late Bronze Age. Hence we can conclude that the 4.2 ka cal. BP event had a very important impact on vegetation dynamics and human settlements in the study site. Both cases saw a resilient response; the cultural dynamics led to the collapse of the Chalcolithic world, the migration to other territories of the early Bronze Age communities, and the subsequent recolonization of the study site from the middle Bronze Age. In fact, the population increased in the Toledo Mountains [23,69] during the middle and late Bronze Age (approximately 3800–2800 cal. BP) as well as the pressure on the landscape, as shown in the pollen diagrams (Figures 3, 4 and 6). These first settlements of metallurgic communities were marked by their wide diversity. They were established in many of the sites they had previously occupied—especially in the lowlands and river courses—but also spreading throughout the mountains. Elevated settlements focused on livestock activities were especially important [79–82]. These new locations were not necessarily interconnected or contemporary, but stone was used as the major building material in most of them because of the consolidation of the sedentary lifestyle. In the Toledo Mountains, this dual model (lowlands vs. mid-elevation mountains) is related to the exploitation of copper mines, the cultivation on river floodplains and the territorial control [83]. These settlements—the smallest ones in the Toledo Mountains southern slopes—tried to adapt to the rugged topography and sought the best exploitation opportunities. In the Bronze Age, the economy focused on livestock and agriculture, but also in metallurgical and lithic resources, especially in the South and West [23]. The search for mineral resources entailed high mobility, in parallel to the movements of livestock [83].

4.2. Resilience and Cultural Dynamics during the Iron Age. (ca. 3200-2000 cal. BP/ ca. 1250-50 BC)

The beginning of the Iron Age (approximately 3200–2000 cal. BP, divided into Early Iron Age (3200–2400 cal. BP) and Late Iron Age, (2400–2000 cal. BP)) is marked by the climatic event 2.8 ka cal. BP [79,80]. At this time, the landscape was still mostly forested and humid conditions favored the spread of Corylus and Betula. Birch spread, however, was also facilitated by fire activity in the mire surroundings (Figures 3, 5 and 6). Enhanced fire activity left a minute trace in the magnetic susceptibility values (Figure 6). Deciduous Quercus communities were still relevant but were no longer a preeminent landscape component, whilst the evergreen Quercus resilience was unable to cope with the previous event. The increase in tree coverage outcompeted shrubs and herbs, although Poaceae were still present in the landscape and Cyperaceae spread during the climatic event. The landscape was then composed of birch–hazel stands with a diverse understory. Pastureland were relatively rare during this period (Figures 3, 4 and 6).

All these landscape transformations were the consequence of the climatic conditions, marked by the climatic event in 2.8 ka cal. Heavy rainfall and low temperatures were its key features [84–86], as shown by the increase in humid indicators (HdV-18) in El Perro mire. These conditions had a clear impact on the composition and distribution of plant and human communities [72,85,87]. The 2.8 ka cal. BP event brought along changes in settlement patterns, socio-economic dynamics and material elements. The dwellers stayed in those sites at higher altitudes, and settlements in the lower sections of the valleys and the lowlands were abandoned [72,75]. This change triggered a demographic expansion through inter-fluvial lands, avoiding great basins and targeting fluvial terraces.

During the Late Iron Age (2400–2000 cal. BP), for the first time, tree cover showed an evident declining trend, although Corylus and Betula were still the most representative species. During the first part of this period, birch expanded at the expense of hazel when the climatic event ended. At the end of the Late Iron Age, coinciding with the Roman Warm Period [71,88] and its humid phase, the trend of these two species reverses as Quercus were almost absent in the ensemble and the regional Pinus also decreased and even disappeared. Shrubs were not particularly abundant during this period, but the growing presence of the herbaceous communities is evident in the Poaceae pasturelands. At the end of
the Late Iron Age, the anthropic–nitrophilous herbs and livestock indicators increased, highlighting major human pressure in the mire surroundings (Figures 3, 4 and 6).

The Late Iron Age was the final stage of the cultural and economic changes of the previous period. The Toledo Mountains belonged to the land occupied by the Carpetans according to Roman historians [89,90]. The population created a broad network of settlements along the major communication routes, with the Tagus and Guadiana rivers and the Atlantic influence coming from the west being especially relevant [90]. The most common settlements were still located at the highest locations but the strategic territorial control and the defensive potential became essential for the dwellers. The population increased in this period and this growth was reflected in a higher number of settlements of larger size, and in the constant human pressure on the landscape (Figures 3, 4 and 6).

According to some authors, this population rise was related to numerous migrations during the Iron Age [90] and a change in the productive skills. The introduction of iron in the agricultural practices helped the communities to increase their production in a more effective way, facilitating their development [89].

4.3. From the Roman Imperial Age Period to the Modern Age: Human Control and Climatic Forces (Approximately 2000–150 cal. BP/50 cal. BC–1800 cal. AD)

The Roman Imperial Age found the Carpetan population well established, making the conquest of these lands particularly challenging [89–91]. At this time, the landscape was dominated by hazel stands (Figures 3, 4 and 6). Their expansion began in the earlier period, supported by the humid conditions featured at the beginning of the Roman Warm Episode (2660–1450 cal. BP) [92,93]. Hazel reached its highest percentages in this time, regaining the space left by the anthropic communities when the demographic pattern changed. The Roman conquest forced the abandonment of most settlements located at high altitudes and the population returned to the lowlands where their defense was weaker, and their control was easier. Hazel regained the space previously occupied by the Poaceae pastureland for livestock (Figures 3, 4 and 6). At this time, evergreen Quercus and cork oaks show a slight recovery, suggesting the economic interest in those species and the impact of the abovementioned arid phase of the Roman Warm Episode [93].

The trend changed when hazel began to disappear and the pasturelands and shrubs spread, taking advantage of the situation. This modification of the landscape was forced by a rise in humid conditions in the mire surroundings, compromising hazel resilience, as highlighted by the increase of humid indicators (HdV-18) (Figures 3, 4 and 6). This is the moment when livestock returned to the mire, as shown by the increase in pasturelands, anthropic–nitrophilous herbs and coprophilous fungi. These transformations were a result of the changing economy and the spread of many villae along the territory, focused on cereal and olive cultivation [94]. Despite the fact that there is no trace of cereals in the mire surroundings, olives were more present in this final stage of Roman ruling (Figures 3, 4 and 6).

The end of the Roman Imperial Age was climatically marked by the arrival of the Early Medieval Cold Episode (1450–1050 cal. BP) [93,95], which lasted until the onset of the Medieval Climatic Anomaly (1050–650 cal. BP). This climatic episode brought arid and warm conditions, ending the previous cold period [95,96]. During the Early Middle Ages, the landscape was still dominated by trees, mostly hazel and birch. The humid conditions forced decreases in Olea europaea and deciduous Quercus. However, in the first half of this cultural period, it is interesting to focus on the Islamic Period (1239–850 cal. BP) [28,29,97]. Although the anthropic impact was slight on the mire surroundings, livestock was important in the Muslim economy [98–101]. Despite the decreasing trend in pasturelands, Poaceae were still dominant in the undergrowth and the flocks were close to the mire as shown by the coprophilous fungi and the spread of anthropic–nitrophilous and anthropozooogenous herbs.

However, human exploitation intensified during the Christian Period (850–500 cal. BP). After the Castilian conquest, the population grew in the area when the repopulation movements tried to keep the peace in the new territories [102]. The demographic growth is evident in the appearance of cereal cultivation (even though they were not present in the mire surroundings) and the spreading of crops
into the mountains, taking into account lands that had never been exploited before (Figures 4 and 6). CHAR and other fire indicators present higher values as well, reflecting the regional increase in the use of fire, linked to the war but also to environmental management and climatic conditions, especially in the Late Middle Age (Figures 4–6). Anthropic–nithrophilous herbs and livestock indicators increased during this period, together with Poaceae pasturelands. Sheep flocks became the most important economic resource in the Castilian kingdom, and transhumance movements, led by La Mesta Council, moved from summer to winter grasslands using the cattle roads. One of them, the Cañada Real Segoviana, crosses close to the studied site, which probably became an available water point in the pathway [102–104].

The Modern Age (500–150 cal. BP) is marked by the Little Ice Age (600–150 cal. BP) [105]. This was not a constant climatic event but showed certain alternation of arid and humid phases, something evident in the Toledo Cathedral archive, where some documents are kept that show praying for the end of the rains and the droughts [5–7]. These alternative phases [93,95,105] affected the landscape, especially the arid stages that pushed hazel and birch communities towards their local extinction.

In short, the pollen record of El Perro demonstrates the definitive disappearance of both birch and hazel around the study site, related both to a substantial increase in human impact and to the effects of the Little Ice Age. This forest change is also visible in other studied sites such as El Brezoso Mire [28]. Quercus communities subsequently expanded, taking advantage of the abandoned space and becoming the dominant trees in the landscape. However, shrubs (i.e., Ericaceae) and the pasturelands were the main elements in the new open landscape. In this new scenario, anthropic pressure over the landscape was intense, as they highlight the increase of fire activity (Figure 5) and the rise of anthropozoogenous and anthropic–nithrophilous herbs. Livestock was the most important economic resource and its presence around the mire shows the main role played by those flocks in the local economy [29,106].


The Contemporary Age (150 cal. BP–present) is the period when the current landscape was shaped. The influence of the Little Ice Age was no more but the economic activities and the political decisions made during the first years of this cultural period had a strong impact on the mire surroundings. After the disappearance of Corylus and Betula during last arid phase of the Little Ice Age, the main trees were deciduous and evergreen Quercus.

However, despite the climatic influence in the abovementioned changes, there was already an intense anthropic intervention in the landscape. During this period, intense demographic growth translated into a heavier exploitation of the natural resources. This is visible in the El Perro pollen diagram (Figures 3, 4 and 6) where the anthropic markers show an increasing trend, but also in the abovementioned El Brezoso mire [31]. Those changes, on the other hand, were also related to policies promoted in the first part of the Contemporary Age. Confiscation laws were promoted in an attempt to change the property of many of the lands and triggering the exploitation of these mountainous lands [28,30,107,108]. Fire became the most important tool for this new management strategy as shown by the increasing CHAR values and fire frequency (Figure 5). Olive cultivation in the region left a notable imprint in the mire pollen reconstruction (Figures 3 and 6).

Livestock stayed active in the region but lost importance in the local economy during the last century, with agriculture being the most important economic activity around. However, cattle presence was still constant and the use of the mire as a water supply point kept the livestock activity in the studied site. Shrubs spread, recovering the space previously occupied by pasturelands. In the 20th century AD, crops spread around the mire. Here and now, the landscape is open, the mire is surrounded by crops and the threats affecting El Perro mire come from the agricultural practices which began in the last century: dryness and agrochemicals, water loosing, and animal presence fragmented the mire and made it reduce in size and location. Some little active points are still creating peat, but the original
mire will have been higher in the past. The mire was big enough to generate a trace in the cartography, but is forgotten today and lost to the crops.

5. Conclusions

The Toledo Mountains have proved to be a surprising landscape into which natural drivers and human intervention have contributed. Vegetation and human communities have faced different hazards along the way through history, adapting themselves and reaching resilience through many strategies, leaving a trace in the landscape. However, sometimes, that resilience has been impossible to reach and that failure is also traceable in the ensemble.

El Perro mire is one of the most relevant mires in the southern Toledo Mountains. It shows the main importance of climatic changes in the shaping of the landscape but also how the resilience could be threatened when human management crosses the climatic influence. Today, this mire is totally fragmented and endangered because of the intensive use of human groups. In the past, this mire covered enough surface to leave a trace in the cartography, but today, there is almost no active mires in the area.

The current vegetation comprises an open landscape mainly integrated by crops and shrubs dominating the area, with some mixed Quercus forests at the mire’s edges. In the past, and as a consequence of the climatic events happening in the Bronze Age, the mire surroundings were occupied by a hazel and birch forest. This ensemble showed a noticeable resilience against some climatic events compromising their survival, despite the more intense human intervention in the mire’s surroundings. Climatic changes and human management made these vegetal formations disappear from the landscape, causing it to become agricultural land where livestock and fire were the major drivers of change.
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